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When the last of summer’s heat is a faint memory, and you’re 
pulling out your hoodies more than your shorts, it’s time to 
tackle a few simple chores that’ll make winter more pleasant 
and prevent some nasty surprises next spring.

#1 Remove Garden Hoses From Faucets

Remove garden hoses from outdoor faucets. Leaving hoses 
attached can cause water to back up in the faucets and in 
the plumbing pipes just inside your exterior walls. If freezing 
temps hit, that water could freeze, expand, and crack the faucet 
or pipes. Make this an early fall priority so a sudden cold snap 
doesn’t sneak up and cause damage.

Turn off any shutoff valves on water supply lines that lead to 
exterior faucets. That way, you’ll guard against minor leaks that 
may let water enter the faucet.

 While you’re at it, drain garden hoses and store them in a shed 
or garage.

#2 Check Your Furnace

Schedule an appointment with a heating and cooling pro to 
get your heating system checked and tuned up for the coming 
heating season. You’ll pay $50 to $100 for a checkup.

An annual maintenance contract ensures you’re at the top of 
the list for checks and shaves 20% off the cost of a single visit.

Change your furnace fi lters, too. This is a job you should do 
every two months anyway, but if you haven’t, now’s the time. If your HVAC includes a built-in humidifi er, make 
sure the contractor replaces that fi lter.
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 Smoke 
Alarms
Smoke alarms sense smoke well before you can, 
alerting you to danger. Smoke alarms need to be 
in every bedroom, outside of the sleeping areas 
(like a hallway), and on each level (including 
the basement) of your home. Do not put smoke 
alarms in your kitchen or bathrooms.

Choose an alarm that is listed with a testing 
laboratory, meaning it has met certain standards 
for protection.

For the best protection, use combination smoke and carbon monoxide alarms that are interconnected 
throughout the home. These can be installed by a qualifi ed electrician, so that when one sounds, they all 
sound. This ensures you can hear the alarm no matter where in your home the alarm originates.

#3 Give Your Fireplace a Once-Over

To make sure your fi replace is safe, grab a fl ashlight and look up inside your fi replace fl ue to make sure the 
damper opens and closes properly. Open the damper and look up into the fl ue to make sure it’s free of birds’ 
nests, branches and leaves, or other obstructions. You should see daylight at the top of the chimney.

Check the fi rebox for cracked or missing bricks and mortar. If you spot any damage, order a professional fi replace 
and chimney inspection. An inspection costs $79 to $500.

Your fi replace fl ue should be cleaned of creosote buildup every other year. A professional chimney sweep will 
charge $150 to $250 for the service.

https://www.houselogic.com/organize-maintain/home-maintenance-tips/fall-checklist/

(Continued from page 1)

WE WILL BE CLOSED: 
November 11th – Veterans Day

November 24th & 25th – Thanksgiving and the day after
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FIRE
PREVENTION
WEEK™

The Family’s Home Safety Action Plan

ACTION #2
Develop a home fire escape plan and practice it at least twice a year!

Having a home fire escape plan will make sure everyone knows what to do when the smoke alarm sounds 
so they can get out safely.
  Draw a map of your home, marking two ways out of each room, including windows and doors.
  Children, older adults, and people with disabilities may need assistance to wake up and get out.
  Make sure they are part of the plan. 
  Make sure all escape routes are clear and that doors and windows open easily.
  Pick an outside meeting place (something permanent like a neighbor’s house, a light post,
  mailbox, or stop sign) that is a safe distance in front of your home where everyone can meet.
  Everyone in the home should know the fire department’s emergency number and how to call once they 

are safely outside. 
  Practice! Practice! Practice! Practice day and nighttime home
  fire drills. Share your home escape plans with overnight guests.

REMEMBER: 
When You Hear a Beep, Get On Your Feet! 

Get out and stay out. Call 9-1-1 from your outside meeting place.

Hear a Chirp, Make a Change!

A chirping alarm needs attention. Replace the batteries or the entire
alarm if it is older than 10 years old. If you don’t remember how old
it is, replace it.

ACTION #1
Make the first Saturday of each month “Smoke Alarm Saturday”!

A working smoke alarm will clue you in that there is a fire and you need to escape. 
Fire moves fast. You and your family could have only minutes to get out safely once 
the smoke alarm sounds.

  Smoke alarms should be installed in every sleeping room, outside each 
sleeping area, and on every level of the home, including the basement.

  Test all of your smoke alarms by pushing the test button. If it makes a 
loud beep, beep, beep sound, you know it’s working. If there is no sound 
or the sound is low, it’s time to replace the battery.

  If the smoke alarm is older than 10 years old, you need to replace the 
whole unit.

  If your smoke alarm makes a “chirp,” that means it needs a new battery.
  Change the battery right away. 
  Make sure everyone in the home knows the sound of the alarm and what 

to do when it sounds. (See ACTION #2.)

For fire safety tips, visit firepreventionweek.org and sparky.org
Sparky® is a trademark of NFPA. ©2022 National Fire Protection Association®

Fire won’t wait.
Plan your escape.™
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Safe Combine Operation
As we head into fall and look forward to harvest season, consider safety as part of your harvest planning 
process.  Continuous activity, diminished daylight and stresses that can be associated with harvest can often 
lead to agricultural related injuries. It is a time that involves the use of multiple pieces of farm equipment 
working simultaneously, to reach the end goal of completing harvest. The most important piece of equipment 
during harvest is the combine, and safe operation of the combine starts with the operator.  Combine operators 
should consider these guidelines during harvest:

• Follow the procedures in the operator’s manual for safe operation, maintenance, dealing with blockages and 
other problems.

• Check that all guards are in position and correctly fi tted before starting work. Do not run the combine with 
the guards raised or removed.

• Keep equipment properly maintained and insure equipment has adequate lighting for working in low light 
conditions.

• Reduce the risk of falls by ensuring access ladders, steps, or standing platforms are clean and free of mud or 
debris.

• Never carry passengers on the combine unless seated in a passenger seat and do not mount or dismount the 
combine when it is moving.

• Make sure to keep cab windows clean and mirrors are properly adjusted. Operator vision to the rear may be 
poor so be particularly careful when reversing.

• Keep the cab door shut to keep out dust and reduce noise. Ensure any pedestrians are clear of the combine 
before moving.

• Be alert to your surroundings. Know where other equipment is being positioned and be observant to 
individuals who may be walking around the equipment. Maintain eye contact and communicate your 
intentions with the other person.

• When unloading the combine on the move, you will need to plan and coordinate your movements carefully 
to match the tractor/grain cart working with you.

• Remember the hazards posed by straw choppers and spreaders – allow adequate rundown time before 
approaching the rear of the combine.

• Do not operate the machine beyond its capacity or overload it.

• Regularly clean straw and chaff  deposits from the engine compartment and around belts or pulleys to reduce 
risk of fi re.

• Carry suitable fi re extinguishers. These should be regularly checked and properly maintained/ serviced.

• Use extreme caution when working around overhead power lines, especially when extending the unloading 
auger or bin extensions.

• Follow correct procedures when transferring the header on and off  the header cart, or working under the 
header (use the manufacturer’s safety supports).

• Utilize safe travel routes between fi elds, and take into account overhead and roadway width clearances. 

• Pre-plan road travel to account for potential problems with automobile traffi  c. Utilize escort vehicles when 
needed.

Source: https://agsafety.osu.edu/ 
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Stay Aware, Safely Share Rural Roads 
During Fall Harvest
Harvest season is here and with it comes safety issues on rural roads. 
Whether you are operating farm machinery or a motor vehicle, please 
adopt a “safety fi rst” attitude this time of the year.

During the fall harvest, there are more slow-moving farm equipment on 
the roadways, creating potentially hazardous traffi  c jams where motorists 
in a rush least expect them.

 Since many drivers are unfamiliar with the size and maneuverability of 
farm equipment, operators should use hazards and turn signals diligently. 
Avoid moving equipment during peak traffi  c times. For example, shuffl  e 
equipment in the middle of the day to avoid people driving to and from 
work and school. When yielding to oncoming traffi  c, slow down and be 
aware of soft shoulders. Avoid distractions, such as using cell phones 
when driving, and refrain from carrying passengers.  Transportation 
incidents, including tractor overturns, are the leading cause of death for 
farmworkers, according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention.

A fully loaded tractor, combine or truck moves much slower than the average car or truck. A car going 55 mph 
takes 5 seconds to brake 300 feet – that’s the length of a football fi eld – to avoid rear-ending farm equipment 
traveling 15 mph.

• Slow down when approaching farming equipment
• Give yourself plenty of space and be prepared to stop
• Assume the driver of the farm equipment may not see you
• Before attempting to pass, make sure the farmer is not preparing to turn

Drivers should not assume that the person operating the farm equipment knows a vehicle is nearby – they 
cannot see drivers that are following closely or if they are travelling close to the side of the equipment. Modern 
farm equipment is often wider than a traffi  c lane, particularly on bridges and raised roadways. Approaching 
traffi  c needs to be prepared to allow wide equipment to pass.

Farmers will pull off  the road to allow motorists to pass when it is safe for them to do so, but they cannot move 
aside immediately since it can be a hazardous maneuver. While most motorists rarely think about them, the 
condition of the unpaved shoulder is something farmers are very aware of. Shoulders can be soft, wet, rutted 
or steep, which can cause farm vehicles to tip over.

Watch for the Slow-Moving Vehicle, SMV, sign – a bright orange triangle trimmed with red refl ective tape. The 
SMV emblem is a warning to motorists that the vehicle they are approaching is only capable of moving up 
to 25 mph, and poses a hazard. The emblem is required by law on all “implements of husbandry,” including 
tractors, combines and other farm equipment.

The law requires farmers to have SMV signs on all farm equipment. Flashing lights or rotating beacons do 
not fulfi ll SMV emblem requirements. Remember to clean the dirt off  SMV signs, fl ashers and refl ective tape 
to insure maximum visibility and replace faded SMV emblems and refl ective material on outer edges of 
implements. Add extra refl ective tape to increase visibility. Try to avoid heavy traffi  c times and bad weather for 
your safety and the safety of others sharing the road with you.
Source: https://extension.illinois.edu/news-releases/stay-aware-safely-share-rural-roads-during-fall-harvest
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most. Trust in Tomorrow.® 
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